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Beyond Bollywood
Exhibiting South Asian America

Bakirathi Mani
Abstract. This essay examines Beyond Bollywood, a landmark exhibition about
South Asian Americans at the Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History.
Focusing on the curatorial premise of the exhibition, the aesthetic objects it incorporates, and viewers’ affective relations to these objects, I argue that Beyond Bollywood
generates a rich repertoire of feelings that reframe the relationship between visuality and representation in Asian American exhibition cultures. From exuberance and
pride at the upwardly mobile immigrant narrative mapped by archival objects, to
shame and anxiety generated through photographic artworks, Beyond Bollywood
provokes us to consider the limits of visibility as a form of representational politics.

In February 2014, I attended the gala reception and opening of Beyond
Bollywood: Indian Americans Shape the Nation. The exhibition opened
with great fanfare on social media and was extensively covered by local
and international print media as well. Alongside featured artists, curators,
community supporters, and advisors to the show, I gathered around the
life-size African elephant that dominates the entrance to the Smithsonian
National Museum of Natural History. The sheer excitement and energy
that had gone into organizing this exhibition was palpable in the laughter
and chattering that resonated across the hallway. With speeches by deeppocketed donors, limitless mango martinis served at the bar, and pink and
green lights on the reception floor, the opening reception was much like a
Bollywood-themed wedding. Under the sponsorship of the Smithsonian
Asian Pacific American Center, Beyond Bollywood was the first major exhibition about a single Asian American community to be displayed at the
Smithsonian museums.1 Initially curated by the sociologist Pawan Dhingra,
jaas june 2015 • 193–217
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and brought to completion by Mausum Momaya, the exhibition originated
at the behest of Indian American community members, who approached
the Smithsonian in 2007.2 Along with support from the Smithsonian Institution, these upper- and middle-class immigrants funded the exhibition,
giving between one thousand and one hundred thousand dollars per
donor.3 While donors did not have curatorial oversight, they did make suggestions regarding the exhibition’s content.4 Thus while Beyond Bollywood
was organized under the auspices of the Asian Pacific American Center, the
exhibition itself captured one middle-class immigrant community’s private
desire to see themselves publicly displayed on the Smithsonian’s walls. The
exhibition also has an online presence on the Google Cultural Institute,
and its opening was preceded and accompanied by several public events
such as book readings, fund-raising galas, and theater performances by
South Asian American artists.5 It is open to the public until August 2015,
by which time elements from the exhibition (primarily text panels and
photographic reproductions) will be used for a traveling version to be
viewed across the country.6
In contrast to the lavish opening reception, the actual exhibition is
tucked away on the second floor of the museum, one level up from the
tourists that throng the Hall of Human Origins. A small sign announces the
show, which is curated in a gallery space lavishly painted in rich shades of
orange and purple. Beyond Bollywood brings popular cultural texts such as
music in combination with archival documents, personal mementos, and
artworks. The vast majority of objects on display, however, are photographs:
reproductions of newspaper images, archival family portraits, professional
head shots, and crowdsourced digital snapshots. The photographs collected in Beyond Bollywood are central to the ways in which we understand
Asian American visibility, and more broadly, the aesthetics and politics of
Asian American exhibition cultures. Coming to terms with these archival
images and family snapshots enables us to examine our own investment
as Asian American viewers in museological narratives of representation
and display. As Ivan Karp has argued, “When people enter museums they
do not leave their cultures and identities in the coatroom. Nor do they
respond passively to museum displays. They interpret museum exhibitions through their prior experiences and through the culturally learned
beliefs, values, and perceptual skills that they gain through membership
in multiple communities.”7 At Beyond Bollywood, such “prior experiences”
include diverse histories of immigration and experiences of racialization,
embodied by visitors who identify as Asian American, as well as those who
do not. Equally important, the fact that Beyond Bollywood is staged within
a natural history museum (a primary site for the production and circulation
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of narratives of human evolution and progress) amplifies the claims to
representation that are made by the exhibition, as well as the taxonomic
forms of display that inform its curation.8
Seen as an aesthetic and cultural text, Beyond Bollywood draws our attention to the problem of visuality in Asian American studies. Historically,
visuality and its corollary, visibility, have been the primary means through
which activists and scholars have pushed for the recognition of Asian immigrants in the U.S. public sphere. Making Asian American art and history
more visible has been central to political project of the Smithsonian Asian
Pacific American Center.9 The trope of visibility has also shaped art-historical
interventions in Asian American visual cultural studies, as artworks by firstand second-generation immigrants are frequently examined in relation
to the racial, class, sexual, and gender identities of artists and their communities of origin.10 In both contexts, the visual qualities of the art object
index a visible ethnic identity and locate such identities within the racial
formation of the U.S. state.11
Whether in the public sphere of television and film or in the more
rarefied context of the art gallery, visibility is central to the representation
of racialized minorities. Across these distinct spaces of seeing, the visual
object becomes the conduit for the representation and recognition of the
minoritized self in the democratic public sphere. Thus the accumulation
of such objects in a national museum stands for the greater visibility of
minority subjects within the multiracial spectrum of the national body. In
turn, the exhibition enables viewers (particularly viewers who are themselves racialized) to lay claim to the possibility of embodying full citizenship
through the visual object. The problem with this framework, however, is
threefold. First, it requires us to read visual objects as texts that stand in for
the racialized self. It produces an ethnographic relationship to the object,
and mines the aesthetic object for its fidelity to the experience of racialization. Second, it makes representation incumbent on visibility, limiting our
ability to consider aesthetic objects that abjure, deny, or refuse narratives
of belonging. Third, if such aesthetic objects are rendered only as a means
for visibility, we cannot account for those viewers who, in their relationship
to the object, find that they cannot see themselves. As Anne Anlin Cheng
writes, “It is the crisis of visuality, rather than the allocation of visibility, that
constitutes one of the most profound challenges for American democratic
recognition today.”12
Beyond Bollywood emerges out of one Asian American community’s
commitment to making itself more visible. In order to do so, the exhibition employs a series of photographs, of varying degrees of aesthetic and
historical value, that collectively provide sociological documentation of this
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community’s long presence in America. At the same time, the exhibition
also incorporates photo-based artworks that challenge such nationalist
paradigms, and whose viewing requires us to acknowledge histories of
empire and colonialism that cannot be accommodated within the curatorial
narrative. Walking through the exhibition, particularly for South Asian viewers such as myself, can be an experience that is simultaneously affirming
and discomfiting. In my repeated visits to the Smithsonian, Beyond Bollywood has come to generate a series of questions about the relation among
visuality, aesthetics, and representation, particularly in terms of how we
see Asian American exhibition cultures. What are the frameworks of seeing
that we have developed in relation to minority cultural production? What
affective bonds of identification take place between the aesthetic object
and the viewer? Finally, how and when does visibility become insufficient
as a form of representational politics?
I draw upon recent interventions in cultural studies of photography
in order to reframe the ways in which we can engage with the visual narrative of Beyond Bollywood. Elspeth Brown and Thy Phu, for example, call
for “feeling” rather than “thinking” photography, amplifying photography’s
impact on us as viewers, as subjects whose emotions are produced in relation to the images we see.13 By walking through the exhibition as a site of
feeling, we can also reflect on what other ways of seeing emerge through
our interaction with the photographs on display. By considering the politics of viewing via the “rubric of feeling,” Brown and Phu call for linking “an
older mode of photographic criticism’s attention to power and historical
materialism with new questions concerning racial formation, colonialism,
postindustrial economies, gender, and queer counterpublics.”14 Similarly,
Tina Campt has argued for an affective (what she calls a “haptic”) mode of
attending to photography, specifically in relation to archival images of the
black diaspora. She writes, “The visuality of race and the indexicality of the
photograph have been powerful twin forces in the deployment of the racialized index to produce subjects to be seen, read, touched, and consumed
as available and abjected flesh objects and commodities, rather than as
individual bodies, agents, or actors.”15 Campt reminds us of the powerful
uses of photography as evidence, its realist qualities translated into documentation for the fact of abjected bodies. A haptic method of approaching
photography enables us to not only situate photographic objects within
the lifeworlds of the documented subjects, but also consider what feelings
are conjured in us as we see, touch, and sense these images from the past.
Because the curatorial objective of the exhibition is to showcase the
historical, cultural, and economic contributions of an immigrant group,
each aesthetic object takes on a representational quality that stands in for
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an individual life story and the racialized experience of a broader community. The photographs in particular lend themselves to different means of
interaction, to ways of seeing that move beyond appreciating the images as
historical fact. At the Smithsonian, viewers could touch the wall-mounted
photographic reproductions; stand eye-to-eye with the images on display;
and take photographs (or “selfies”) of themselves alongside installations.
During my visits I spent hours walking through the gallery running my
hands over the large prints on display; peering closely at old newspaper
images of Bengali traders and American yogis; talking with other viewers;
and creating my own archive of documentation for research, as I took
multiple photographs of each object on the walls. These haptic modes
of encountering photographs produce ways of seeing that translate into
multiple modes of feeling.
These various modalities of feeling are reflected in the exhibition,
which maintains an emphasis on the nation-based category “Indian Americans” even as its curatorial and promotional text attempts to distinguish
among three key terms: Desi, South Asian, and Indian American. An article
discussing former curator Pawan Dhingra’s contributions to the exhibition
notes that “[a]lthough the culture displayed at Beyond Bollywood speaks
to these countries [Pakistan, Sri Lanka, and Bangladesh] as well as India,
the exhibition’s contributions come solely from Americans of Indian origin.
For this reason, the exhibit does not presume to represent greater South
Asia.”16 While major cultural artifacts on display at Beyond Bollywood (such
as former NFL player Brandon Chillar’s helmet) have indeed been donated
by “Americans of Indian origin”—and while major donors were of Indian
descent—a host of minor objects on display contest such categories of
national origin. These include, among the three hundred photographs on
display, portraits of Indo-Caribbean immigrants and families; Muslim Americans from prepartition Bengal; transgendered and multiracial subjects;
and Sikh immigrants who have been both marginalized and persecuted
by the Indian state. To call this heterogeneous group of immigrants, who
themselves may not identify as “Indian,” as “Indian Americans” is to elide the
profound differences of class, gender, religion, and region that are central
to the transnational formation of racialized communities.17
While Beyond Bollywood insists on representing itself as an exhibition
about how “Indian Americans Shape the Nation,” I use instead the term
“South Asian” to conceptualize both the immigrants who are on view in
the exhibit and the visual objects used to index these various immigrant
histories. By describing the aesthetic narrative of Beyond Bollywood as being
about “South Asians” rather than “Indian Americans,” my intention is not
to reinscribe the hegemony of India in representations of South Asians in
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America (a hegemonic aesthetic that is in fact reproduced within the exhibition’s framework). Rather, I want to draw our attention to the awkward
negotiation of difference between the photographic objects on display,
among viewers who attended the show, and across the narratives of belonging that emerge in this exhibition. Expanding on my earlier research on
diasporic public cultures, I use “South Asian” as a means of thinking through
the production of locality.18 Specifically, I examine the ways in which photographs are used in this exhibition to produce a historical narrative that
appears to be about a single national group (“Indian Americans”) but in fact
engenders a broader portrait of a racialized community that encompasses
not just Indian Americans, but also Bangladeshi and Pakistani Americans,
as well as South Asians from a range of diasporic locations (Canada, East
Africa, the Caribbean, and so on). Such forms of community are produced
through complex relations of affinity and alienation that viewers develop
in relation to the photographic objects on display.
As curator Masum Momaya noted in a public lecture following the
opening of Beyond Bollywood, producing a feeling of belonging was central to the objective of the exhibition. Because the Smithsonian is charged
with telling an “American story,” her goal was to make clear three elements
of this story: the contribution of Indian Americans, their struggles, and
their daily life experiences. The problem, as Momaya emphasized, was
that there is no single “origin story” for South Asian Americans that could
be “dimensionalized” in space. Nor were there any physical objects in the
Smithsonian’s extensive archive that could be used to anchor the exhibit.
Instead, Momaya relied on crowdsourcing a number of artifacts, reaching out nationally via Twitter to community groups and individuals.19 As
South Asians became “Indian Americans,” and as Indian Americans were
transformed from racialized immigrants to U.S. citizens via the series of
photographs on display, the historical orientation of the exhibition also
replicated dominant paradigms in Asian American civil rights discourse
(from marginalization to full citizenship) as well as in Asian American
visual culture (from invisibility to visibility). Thus the exhibition deployed
visual artifacts as a means of re-creating a legislative history of South Asian
migration.20 Beginning with displays of South Asians as disenfranchised
minorities, the curatorial narrative swiftly progressed to highlighting the
legal, economic, and cultural achievements of this immigrant group. Rather
than visualizing the transnational linkages of culture and capital that continue to bind together the subcontinent with the United States, this was a
story about America enacted across the bodies of South Asian immigrants.
Beyond Bollywood opens with a pile of used shoes, symbolizing that
the viewer is entering a family home or house of worship. As visitors enter
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the main gallery, we hear the strains of the 1960 blockbuster Hindi film
Mughal-e-Azam straining through the speakers. A vintage suitcase lies on
the floor, containing a record player and LP cover for the movie’s soundtrack,
flanked by a small figure of the Hindu god Ganesha. From the outset, the
curators make visible their commitment to religious diversity within the
South Asian community, combining popular representations of Muslim
culture on the Bollywood screen with Hindu iconography.21 A collection
of crowdsourced digital and print family photographs beams from the
walls, anchored by a world map titled “Passages to America” (Figure 1).
The map outlines nineteenth- and twentieth-century labor migrations
from the subcontinent to the Caribbean, South and East Africa, the Middle
East, and Southeast Asia, but prominently highlights the United States
as a final destination. Beginning with these personal objects and family
snapshots, the gallery opens out to a chronology of South Asian migration
mapped through reproductions of archival photographs.22 These include
photographs of unnamed Punjabi railroad workers on the West Coast and
“Mexican-Punjabi” families in California at the turn of the twentieth century,
and portrait images of Bhagat Singh Thind and Kanta Chandra, the first
South Asian man and woman to challenge U.S. citizenship laws (Figure 2).
Such images bring to life the long history of struggle around legal citizenship, a struggle enacted by South Asian Americans for precisely the forms
of visibility and representation that the exhibition itself offers. This wall of
archival images culminates in a floor-to-ceiling photographic reproduction
of Dalip Singh Saund, the first South Asian elected to Congress, in the company of then-Senator John F. Kennedy and President Lyndon Johnson in
1958. “Who Gets to Be a Citizen?” asks the wall text. Culminating a narrative
of legislative battles around race- and gender-based claims to citizenship,
this image encourages viewers to celebrate the political representation of
South Asians in the U.S. legislature. Paradoxically, however, Saund’s achievement also begs the question of who doesn’t get to be a citizen: that is, the
question of how to document the tremendous labor invested in, and losses
incurred through, immigrant claims to citizenship.
In many ways, the story of arrival generated by Beyond Bollywood
rehearses dominant narratives of mobility and middle-class citizenship.
Yet it is precisely the familiarity of this uplifting and upwardly mobile narrative that generated excitement among viewers at the opening reception.
Several South Asians whom I spoke with on opening night were involved
with fund-raising for the exhibition, or had consulted with curators, or had
long-standing professional and personal relationships with Smithsonian
staff. Despite quibbles that I overheard from viewers about who and what
was represented, the experience of many audience members was genuine
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Figure 1. Crowdsourced family photographs. Photograph by author.

Figure 2. “The Great Melting Pot.” Photograph by author.
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exhilaration. As viewers walked through the collection of photographic
objects, peering at the wall text and taking photographs of themselves in
front of various images, their experience of viewing came to acquire affective qualities. Simply being at the Smithsonian and seeing their family
photographs (or photographs of families that looked like theirs) displayed
at a national institution was central to the ways in which viewers engaged
with the objects on display. What quickly became evident was the desire of
many South Asian American viewers to identify with the aesthetic object:
to make these photographs relate to their everyday lives, no matter how
divergent their actual experiences of migration and citizenship were from
the exhibition’s central narrative. Indeed, it was precisely the ability of the
curators to domesticate a wide variety of archival images, to make these
photographs appear as if they mirrored the lives of viewers, that has contributed to the success of Beyond Bollywood. By reproducing a mainstream
civil rights history, brought to life by the archival and crowdsourced images
on display, the exhibition generated and produced in its viewers a sense
that they, too, were part of an “American story.”
Throughout Beyond Bollywood, personal and archival images are
interspersed with artworks and installations, including one of the star attractions of the exhibition: an installation of the National Spelling Bee stage
set (Figure 3). The Spelling Bee, won by South Asian American contestants
for the past eight consecutive years is, as Sameer Pandya puts it, “America’s
Great Racial Freaks and Geeks Show.” Aired on ESPN, it has the appearance
of both a competitive sport and “pure meritocracy,” as the sole criterion for
advancement is spelling a word correctly.23 At the Smithsonian, the installation draws in giggling teenagers who stand under the headset, attempting
to hear contestants spell words from past Spelling Bees; young children
who jump onstage and squeal into the microphone; and in one of my later
visits, a mother explaining to her daughter that “Indian Americans” win the
Spelling Bee because “their culture values education.”
Such predominant notions of South Asian “cultural values” are amplified in a large gallery space adjacent to the Spelling Bee set, in a display
titled “Groundbreakers.” Against a deep purple backdrop are another series
of photographs, this time professional portraits of South Asian Americans
across the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. Displayed under the words
“Spirit Mind Body,” this glittering parade of celebrities includes writers such
as Dhan Gopal Mukerji and Bharati Mukherjee; fashion designer Naeem
Khan; the astronaut Kalpana Chawla and the Nobel Prize–winning scientist
Hargobind Khorana; MacArthur Grant winners such as Siddhartha Mukherjee; and Hollywood directors and writers including M. Night Shyamalan and
Mindy Kaling. The exhibit concludes with photographs of athletes such as
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Figure 3. National Spelling Bee installation. Photograph by author.

Olympic gymnast Mohini Bhardwaj and NFL player Brandon Chillar.24 The
entire display is crowned by a life-size photographic installation of Miss
America 2014, Nina Davuluri (Figure 4).
Across my repeated visits to Beyond Bollywood, this lavishly curated
series of photographs was a focal point of the show. It was where viewers lingered to read the wall text, talked animatedly with friends about
whom they knew and whom they didn’t, and took selfies alongside Miss
America. Like the earlier set of archival images that forwarded legal claims
to citizenship, the Groundbreakers section also underscored the essential
contributions of South Asian Americans. As the wall text noted, “Since its
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Figure 4. “Groundbreakers.” Photograph by author.

first days America has been a land of spectacular achievement built on
the shoulders of immigrants. Indian Americans are known for success in
medicine, engineering, and business, but did you know that many have
broken ground elsewhere? Here are just a few of the luminaries of (Indian)
America’s amazing history.” In a public lecture that Momaya gave, she suggested that the Groundbreakers section was a direct response to donor
pressure. Several donors wanted what she called a “hall of fame,” a section
of the exhibition that would highlight the achievements of prominent
South Asian Americans. The resulting series of “luminaries” did not include
images of any donors to the exhibit, but it did indirectly reflect these donors’ pride in and desire to make public their own professional success.
Momaya noted that she successfully argued for expanding the range of
“groundbreakers,” initially limited to scientists and physicians, to figures in
sports and the arts.25
The curators’ commitment to making visible a broader repertoire of
South Asian American experience, particularly in images that contest or
expand notions of South Asians as a “model minority,” is evident in several
sections of the exhibition. Just beyond the Spelling Bee stage set, viewers
come across a series of installations that document the class, religious,
sexual and gender diversity of South Asian immigrant communities. This
includes a replica of a motel lobby, seen from the point of view of Indian
American motel owners.26 Whereas a motel lobby, seen from the guest’s
entrance, is frequently anonymous (accessorized with industrial carpeting and furniture), the lobby counter that viewers see here is abutted by
a cabinet stacked with VHS tapes of Bollywood movies, filled with Hindu
iconography and deities (Figure 5). The walls of the installation itself are
festooned with snapshot photographs of South Asian motel owners and
their families.27 Toward the left of this installation is a taxi bumper set
into the wall: it screens interviews with Sikh American cab drivers in San
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Figure 5. Motel lobby installation. Photograph by author.

Francisco, part of the documentary Punjabi Cab.28 Toward the right of the
motel lobby are a series of artworks by progressive South Asian community groups: a photograph of Desis Rising Up and Moving (DRUM); an
oil painting by South Asian Youth Action (SAYA); and a large-scale graffiti
mural by the artists’ collective Art Under Pressure. Complementing these
works is a series of feminist photo-based art by Swati Khurana as well as a
collection of laser-cut woodblock prints featuring South Asian American
hip-hop artists. On a narrow wall across from this display, we see two small
photographs of queer and trans South Asians, participating in the annual
India Day Parade in New York City and in World Transgender Day. At the far
end of the exhibition, among the final objects on display is a turban worn
by Balbir Singh Sodhi, among the first South Asian Americans killed in a
race-based hate crime in the aftermath of September 11, 2001.
Expansively documenting a heterogeneous immigrant community,
Beyond Bollywood aspires to be an exemplary visual record of South Asians
in America. At one level, the exhibition is a model of pluralism, underscoring this community’s long presence in the United States through a diverse
set of public contributions and claims to citizenship. Yet from another
perspective, Beyond Bollywood demonstrates the limits of intersectional
models of identity. Precisely because the exhibition tells an “American story”
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through portraits of South Asian Americans—that is, it tells a familiar story
of immigrant arrival and adaptation—the exhibition reproduces rather
than renegotiates dominant forms of representation. By “adding on” to
an existing visual template, one that reiterates a visual logic moving from
invisibility (the anonymous Punjabi railroad workers) to visibility (the spectacular success of individual “groundbreakers”), the exhibition foregrounds
a panoramic view of a multicultural national body. Just as the “hall of fame”
includes prominent figures from the sciences and the arts, the exhibition as
a whole includes images of upper- and working-class immigrants; Hindus
and Muslims, Jains, Christians; straight and queer South Asians.
This strategy of securing diversity through the equal representation
of minority subjects (evident in the curators’ careful pairing of Hindu and
Muslim iconography in the suitcase that opens the show) generates a visual
narrative that obscures relations of power and difference within a diverse
immigrant group. In so doing, Beyond Bollywood codifies a state-sponsored
discourse of multiculturalism even as the exhibition describes instances of
resistance to the state: for example, through photographs of trans activism
and protests against race-based hate crimes. As visual objects come to
index the racial difference of an immigrant community as well as religious,
class, gender, and sexual diversity within that community, Beyond Bollywood
conflates visibility with representation, and representation with belonging
to the national body. The curatorial insistence on national belonging as
the only possible relationship to visual representation perseveres across
the exhibit, even as specific aesthetic objects on display—such as Sodhi’s
turban—index forms of hypervisibility that have resulted in the violent
death of Muslim and Sikh South Asian immigrants.29 Sodhi’s death is memorialized within the exhibit through a series of objects (such as a flyer and
a graphic novel featuring his facial image), but his death is simultaneously
recuperated into a narrative of antiracist immigrant politics, as his turban
is displayed alongside photographs of South Asian Americans protesting
the assaults of “Dotbusters” in the 1990s.
When and where is visibility insufficient as a form of representational
politics? For many South Asian American viewers on opening night, it was
precisely the excess of visual objects—a profusion of personal photographs
and archival images on every wall of the exhibition—that contributed to
feelings of delight, glee, and pride. Likewise, visible evidence of the different cultural contributions South Asian Americans had made also shaped
the viewing pleasure of Latino, African American, and white viewers whom
I observed at the museum during the months that followed. Because
Beyond Bollywood produces good feelings—it helps us feel good about
being South Asian—it is not useful, in my view, to evaluate the exhibition
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as a “success” or a “failure.”30 Rather, my interest is in using the visual text of
the exhibition to examine our collective desire for representation as well
as the limits of representation itself. Throughout the exhibition, visibility
becomes a central means of establishing affective relations with objects on
display, evident in the ways that visitors intimately engaged with the series
of portrait photographs (e.g., by taking selfies). Literally being able to see
oneself in relation to these visual artifacts produces feelings of contentment
and pleasure for South Asian and non–South Asian American viewers. Yet
these happy feelings are deeply implicated in existing discourses of multiculturalism.31 Across my visits to the Smithsonian I never encountered
a dejected or disappointed visitor, only those who clamored for more
representation of other celebrities, for more archival photographs, or for
a more diverse range of artifacts. How then can we use the visual form of
the exhibition to counter such overwhelming desire for representation? In
what ways can we feel differently about Beyond Bollywood, and how can
such feelings create new forms of seeing?
I turn here toward one of the photo-based artworks showcased in the
gallery. Directly across from the archival image of Punjabi railroad workers
is a series of four diptychs by the Rhode Island–based photographer Annu
Matthew. Titled An Indian from India, Matthew’s work indexed a strikingly
different narrative of South Asian migration. Using portraits from Edward
Curtis’s early twentieth-century photographic series, The North American
Indian, among other collections, Matthew re-creates the scene of these
photographs with herself as the subject. At first glance, both sides of the
diptych look identical. Like Curtis’s elegiac images, Matthew’s self-portraits
are also tinted a nostalgic shade of sepia, and the archival quality of the
silver gelatin prints gives the appearance of historical originality. Yet the
visual similarity on both sides of the diptych, enhanced by Matthew’s spatial
framing of photographic subjects as well as her use of a contiguous caption
font, also produces a troubling sense of the uncanny, a question of exactly
who and what is being represented. As Matthew reframes Curtis’s portraits
of what he called a “vanishing race” in relation to her own visible presence
in the United States, An Indian from India makes the problem of representation central to its own enactment. Through Matthew’s extensive use of
digital technology to reproduce a turn-of-century photographic archive,
as well as her use of her own body to duplicate these prints, the diptychs
underscore the violent trajectories of imperialism that have irregularly and
divergently shaped the racialization of Native American and South Asian
American bodies.
Within the curatorial framework of Beyond Bollywood, An Indian
from India emphasizes an intersectional identity, particularly in terms of
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Matthew’s own migrant biography. The wall text framing the diptychs
prominently features a quote from Matthew’s artist’s statement. The longer
version reads,
As an immigrant I am often asked where I am “really” from. When I
say that I am Indian, I often have to clarify that I am an Indian from
India. . . . In this portfolio I play on these stereotypes using
photographs of Native Americans from the nineteenth century. I
pair these with contemporary images of myself in clothes, poses, and
environments that mimic these “older” images. I am challenging the
viewer’s assumption of then and now, us and them, exotic and local.32

Matthew’s explicit challenge to viewers generated a range of responses,
both at the Smithsonian and in media reviews of the exhibition. During
my visits I noticed that several gallery visitors walked right past the prints,
hardly giving them a glance. Others stopped to read the wall text, laughed,
and brought their friends over to admire the work. A South Asian visitor
remarked aloud on how Matthew’s statement resonated with her own
experience; still others seemed befuddled by these artworks, out of sync
with the portraits of historical figures and crowdsourced photographs
that surrounded it. By contrast, in online reviews of Beyond Bollywood,
Matthew’s work unexpectedly became a touchstone for discussing issues
of race and identity. “Which Indian Are You? Feather or Dot. (Not a quiz)”
blared the headline from BuzzFeed; “Portraits Challenge Cultural Perceptions,” said CNN; elsewhere, Matthew’s photographs were described as “the
most redeeming part of the exhibit.”33
One diptych on display, “Tom Torlino, Navajo, three years later, Carlisle/
Annu Palakunnathu Matthew, nine years later, Providence,” (also known
as “Tom and Annu After”) draws attention to the conflicting feelings that
emerge out of viewer responses to An Indian from India (Figure 6). Here
Matthew reproduces an 1885 photograph by J. N. Choate, a predecessor of Edward Curtis who worked as the principal photographer for the
Carlisle Indian Industrial School. Choate’s portrait of Torlino depicts a
clean-shaven young man, wearing a suit and tie, his eyes glancing away
from the camera. In an adjacent frame, Matthew similarly wears business
attire: her professionalized image here could easily have been inserted into
the Groundbreakers series in the adjoining section of the gallery. At first
glance, both Torlino and Matthew’s photographs make visible the effects
of racial assimilation: as Torlino is brutally “civilized” following three years
at the infamous Carlisle School, so too is Matthew, nine years after arriving
in the United States. Yet glossing the diptych as a shared (but triumphant)
history of adaptation obviously erases the difference between the condi-
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Figure 6. Annu Palakunnathu Matthew. An Indian from India
Tom and Annu After (2001)
Archival digital print, 12”x16”
Courtesy Annu Palakunnathu Matthew and sepiaEYE

tions of U.S. settler colonialism and Native American forced assimilation,
and Matthew’s own voluntary migration from postcolonial India to the
United States. I propose instead an alternate reading, one that mines the
visible similarity between Torlino and Matthew to map asymmetrical relations of power that structure our viewing of the diptych. Reading these
dissonant lines of identification between subject and object opens us out
to ways of seeing that transgress the curatorial objective of Beyond Bollywood. Moving from multicultural representations of U.S. nationhood to
transnational visual histories of empire, Matthew’s diptychs demand that
we—as immigrants, as viewers—make visible the intensity of our own
desire to see ourselves.
Two different histories of imperial photography frame the diptych,
foregrounding the fraught relationship of identity between Torlino and
Matthew, both of whom appear in this work as ethnographic subjects. Torlino’s student file at the Carlisle School contains two photographs: one that
shows Torlino in “native” headdress, adorned with necklaces, earrings, and
a woven blanket over his left shoulder; and another—the print Matthew
uses here—that depicts him after three years at the school. Both portraits
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appear to be professionally staged.34 His only existing student record
describes him as a “Navajoe” male; his mother and father are described
as “living,” but are given no names; Torlino’s “Indian” name is also absent.35
Choate took a series of portraits of Native American students during his
time at the school (often in pairs of “before” and “after” shots, similar to what
we see in Torlino’s file). Choate also sold several student images as tourist
souvenirs, in the form of cabinet cards and stereographs that promoted his
commercial studio work.36 Choate’s photographs thus functioned not only
as an official record of the Carlisle School and its “civilizing” mission among
Native students; the student portraits were also commoditized images that
circulated widely, displaying the effects of U.S. settler colonialism on Native bodies. Alongside Torlino’s image, Matthew’s body (encased in a suit,
hair combed back) echoes the disciplining effects of the United States as
empire. But her self-portrait also recalls another visual history: that of British
colonial photography in nineteenth-century India. This alternate archive
of ethnographic portraiture, also used to codify “native” races, generated
images that were archived in administrative volumes such as The People of
India, commissioned between 1868 and 1875 and circulated widely to the
British public.37 Here Matthew’s static pose, her refusal (like Torlino) to look
directly at the photographer, and her use of a sepia-toned aesthetic bind
together two distinct colonial archives of photographic documentation,
in South Asia and in the United States.
At the same time, Matthew calls attention to the skewed relation of
power between herself as an archival researcher of early American photography, and Torlino as the retrieved photographic object of her (and
our) consumption. Rather than considering The North American Indian
and similar collections as a repository of static images, Matthew alerts
us to the performative possibilities of these portraits. As we know, Curtis
and his peers deployed an array of props and costumes to produce what
they considered “authentic” images of Native Americans, and frequently
edited out emblems of modernity (such as jeans and clocks) from negative
prints.38 By duplicating the poses, stances, and clothing of Native subjects
like Torlino, Matthew sutures the gap between photographic documentation of ethnographic objects, and narratives of selfhood that emerge from
ethnographic subjects. Foregrounding her own reproduction of Torlino’s
bodily aesthetic, Matthew provokes the viewer to consider whether Torlino
himself was performing an idealized representation of the “Indian.”Though
Matthew’s strategic use of photographic reproduction is frequently misread
as a means of assigning similarity to the racialized experiences of Native
Americans and the immigrant experiences of South Asian Americans, in
my view her work brings to life relations of power and difference.39 By
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highlighting the slippage between her profession as an artist and her
performative role as a photographic subject within the diptych, Matthew
refutes the temporal and spatial distance that structures the relation
between the ethnographic photographer and (his) object.40 Instead, by
citing nineteenth-century colonial photography in India through archival
portraits of Native Americans, and refracting both through her dissonant
portrayal of an “Indian,” Matthew provokes us to think about the time and
space of diaspora.41
Through performance, citation, and documentation, Matthew’s diptychs draw our attention to a complex genealogy of race and representation. An Indian from India unexpectedly binds together two archives of
photographic portraiture, generated by U.S. and British imperialisms. In
doing so, Matthew routes the visual history of her own documentation as an
Indian immigrant via nostalgic, romanticized portraits of Native Americans
and the taxonomic projects of British colonial photographers. The mobility
of images in her series—from late nineteenth-century photogravure to
digital prints, from India to the United States, from ethnographic objects
to immigrant subjects—highlights the vexed relationship between visual
legacies of colonial South Asia, and the visual economy of race in the United
States. Exploring how these two imperial projects converge across technologies of documentation, forms of representation, and modes of bodily
discipline demonstrates how Matthew’s work is, in Ann Stoler’s luminous
phrase, “haunted by empire.”42
At Beyond Bollywood, Matthew’s diptychs hang across from an archival
photograph of Bhagat Singh Thind, and alongside a poster advertising Mira
Nair’s film, The Namesake. But whereas Thind’s image inaugurates, within
the exhibition, a triumphant feeling of South Asian American citizenship,
An Indian from India dispels with easy modes of identification. Instead it
generates a different set of feelings for a smaller group of viewers: feelings
that include confusion, bemusement, and disorientation. In spite of the
capacious floor space of the Smithsonian gallery, there is no room within
the exhibition to struggle with these feelings. Together with hundreds of
other photographic images, Matthew’s artwork was swept into a linear
narrative about the achievements of South Asians in America. Much like
The Namesake, the dominant story that emerges out of this museum space
is about how one immigrant group stands in for a universal experience
of what it means to be American.43 Even as the series of photographs on
display make racial, class, and gender difference visible to an American
public, the exhibition as a whole cannot accommodate other forms of
difference: postcolonial experiences of empire, and visual histories that
originate elsewhere.
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As Beyond Bollywood makes clear, in thematic survey shows about
immigration we conventionally understand aesthetic objects as representations of the immigrant subject. The work of art acquires its value because
it tells us something about the immigrant, whether that subject is figured
within the artwork (such as in Matthew’s self-portraits) or absent from it
(for example in the installation of the motel lobby). That is, artwork by
and about diasporic subjects becomes valuable because its significance
as an aesthetic commodity is bound to its representational qualities as an
“authentic” documentation of immigrant life. Within this context of display,
diasporic art accrues ethnographic and sociological value as depictions of
“real life” rather than as objects that require new forms of seeing, and that
produce unexpected feelings.44
Such issues of representation, authenticity, and identity are central
to the curatorial strategy of exhibitions like Beyond Bollywood. These are
precisely the themes elucidated by Matthew’s artwork, for her diptychs
create a visual analogy between two different racialized communities, an
analogy that at first glance codifies the multicultural history of immigration
that unfolds over the exhibition. Yet if we linger on this artwork, attending to the dynamic relationship established between artist and archive,
between ethnographic object and subject, and between performance and
repetition, An Indian from India enables us to see the problem of visuality
within Beyond Bollywood: namely, the exhibition’s conflation of identity
with visibility, and visibility with photographic representation.
That issues of visibility and identity—what we broadly call “identity
politics”—continue to linger long after the 1990s demonstrates how the
need for visual representation remains central to Asian American public
culture. As Susette Min asserts,
It is more important as ever to curate identity-based exhibitions. . . .
[I]t is important to think about what part of this curatorial framework
or strategy is outmoded and how, for example, identity-based
exhibitions invariably serve as an effective strategy, a regulatory
mechanism for promoting difference. . . . But such practices are
not easy to let go, and to do so seems counterproductive, even
irresponsible, in this day and age, when resources and cultural capital
are increasingly inaccessible and unequally distributed.45

Min underscores the necessary work of curating Asian American art, linking that aesthetic project to the redistributive politics of social justice. At
the same time, by highlighting how exhibitions of Asian American visual
culture can operate as “regulatory mechanism[s] for promoting difference,”
Min demonstrates the ways in which fidelity to identity—manifest in cura-
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torial frameworks that prioritize making minoritarian identities visible—is
complicit with neoliberal discourses of multiculturalism.
Funded by private donors, displayed at a preeminent national museum,
an exhibition like Beyond Bollywood is the quintessential “identity-based
exhibition.” The varied gender, sexual, class, and religious identities of
South Asian Americans that are manifest throughout the show are crucial
to producing a pluralist visual aesthetic of immigrant experience. The
photographs that anchor the exhibition index precisely this diversity of
experience, and are mobilized to document an immigrant community that
strives toward full citizenship. Whether archival reproduction or digital
family snapshot, the photographs create an affective relation of identity
that binds the viewer to the image, enabling viewers (both South Asian
and not) to claim this series of images as representations of “our” collective
history. Told through this curatorial narrative, the dominant experience of
Beyond Bollywood—its strongest feeling, as it were—is that being South
Asian is about laying claim to America.
And yet An Indian from India also tells us an American story, one that
produces dissonant feelings of belonging within the exhibition. These are
feelings wrapped up in visual histories of empire, in imperial projects of
taxonomic representation that deeply impact the forms through which
South Asian immigrants identify with images of themselves. Thinking
through the transnational photographic archives that Matthew manipulates and re-creates in her work shows us the fragility of representation,
the ways in which visibility belies claims to belong. For despite Matthew’s
aesthetic fidelity to nineteenth-century American and British archival prints,
what remains unavailable to us is the truth of the “Indian.” Such a failure of
representation requires us, as viewers, to contend with unsettling feelings,
feelings that emerge from sensory experiences of history and memory
that rest outside this curatorial project. But such feelings are precisely the
place from which to think about the relationship between visuality and
representation in Asian American exhibition cultures. By beginning with
images that haunt us, rather than welcome us in, we can identify new ways
of seeing ourselves.
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